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The design and implementation of the Basic List-Oriented
Information Structures System is described. Manipulation of
list structures in an efficient and cogent manner is the
system function. The language, which is patterned after Bell
Telephone Laboratories' L , is generated from a precedence
grammar for rapid syntax analysis. A compiler produces code
for a pseudo-machine that is designed to effectively carry out
list-oriented functions. Dynamic storage allocation and
structure definition are significant execution-time features.
The implementation, written in PL/I, is for operation under
the CP/CMS time-sharing system on the IBM 360/67 computer.
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I. THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
There is an important subset of computer programming
problems in which the conventional general-purpose languages
such as FORTRAN, ALGOL and PL/I are of limited value. These
problems are characterized by complex data structures in which
both the information content and the interrelationships within
the structures are of importance. Such situations arise in
the fields of artifical intelligence, information retrieval,
network simulation, graph manipulation, and many other similar
areas. The family of programming languages referred to as list
processing languages has been developed to simplify the
solution of these problems.
A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The primary objective in the definition and implementation
of the Basic List-Oriented Information Structures System (BLISS)
was to provide an on-line list processing language which would
stress conceptual learning.
BLISS is based upon Bell Telephone Laboratories' Low-Level
Linked List Language, L" [Ref. 1] . The language has been
modified to parallel the vocabulary of the list processing
field. The additional features of on-line syntax analysis and
subsequent program correction have been added.
The basic goals of BLISS are essentially the same as those
of L°. BLISS allows a flexible means of defining complex data
structures in a manner which stresses easy visualization of
structural interrelationships. In addition, it allows efficient
use of available storage. Since BLISS operations are primitive
11

list processing functions, the programmer is forced to work at
a level where a complete understanding of the underlying
concepts is a prerequisite.
B. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Throughout the discussion which follows, a general
familiarity with basic terms in Computer Science is assumed.
The terms defined in this section are essential for compre-
hension of the remainder of the paper.
1 . Compiler
In general terms, a compiler may be defined as a
computer program which accepts as input a machine independent
source language program and produces a translated version of
it as machine dependent object code.
The BLISS compiler consists of three parts. There
are two parts devoted to analysis of the BLISS source language
statements and one part which generates object code.
The first part of the BLISS compiler is the lexical
analyzer . In this phase of compilation, the entities in the
source language are classified and recorded.
The syntax analyzer is the second part, and its
function is to check the sequence of entities passed by the
lexical analyzer to insure that they constitute an allowable
statement in the language.
The last portion of the BLISS compiler is the code
generator
, which generates the object code for the statements





Hash coding, also referred to as scatter storage,
scramble coding and address calculation, is a term used to
describe the class of methods used to enter data into a table
by using some feature of the data to construct the table
address. The reason for entering data in this fashion is to
simplify the job of locating the data when it must be retrieved,
When hash coding produces the same address for two
(or more) different data items, a collision is said to exist,
and some secondary procedure must be devised for entering the
additional data into the table.
Of the numerous methods for hash coding and resolving
collisions, many result in an even distribution of data in the
table and allow efficient retrieval. An excellent review of
hash coding techniques is presented by Morriss in Ref. 2.
3. Stack
A stack, or pushdown store, is one of the fundamental
concepts used in list processing. It may be thought of as an
array or string of elements in which only the most recently
added element is accessible. An element is added to the stack
by "pushing down" the stack, and elements are removed by
"popping up" the stack.




4. Backus -Naur Form
Backus-Naur or Backus-Normal Form (BNF) is one of
the principle notational methods used in the formal definition
of programming languages. It is presented in the "Revised
Report on the Algorithmic Language ALGOL 60/" Ref. 3.
BNF is designed to reduce the confusion between the
metalanguage (the language used to describe the programming
language, e.g. the English language) and the language being
described. In the BNF metalanguage, the brackets < > enclose
metalinguistic variables, but are omitted for basic elements
of the language being described. The marks := and |, which
mean "is defined as" and "or, " are metalinguistic connectives
used in the formulae
.
As an example,
Conditional > := IFANY | IFALL | IFNONE | IFNALL
is the notation for: "a conditional is defined as IFANY or




There are many and varied definitions of what con-
stitutes an interpreter. For the purposes of this discussion
it is considered to be a computer program which accepts as
input some form of source language (e.g. assembly code) and
causes the appropriate commands to be carried out through the
used of pre-compiled procedures.
In the BLISS system, the interpreter may be thought
of as a software "machine" which causes the output of the
14

BLISS compiler to be executed on the actual machine which is
executing the interpreter.
C. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS
Background information is presented in Chapter II, which
contains a brief history of several list processing languages,
including L° and related systems. A discussion of the basic
features and proposed uses of BLISS is contained in Chapter
III. The implementation is described in the next two chapters,
IV and V, which explain the compiler and interpreter, respec-
tively. Conclusions, recommendations, and possible extensions
are presented in Chapter VI. Appendix A, the BLISS Programmer's
Manual, contains a complete language description and programming
examples. Next, the BLISS interpreter instructions are included
as Appendix B. Program listings of the BLISS compiler and
interpreter comprise Appendices C and D.
15

II. PREVIOUS WORK OF A SIMILAR NATURE
The first portion of this section is devoted to a brief
description of the evolution of some major list processing
c.
languages. This is followed by a description of L and
several other programming systems that are derived from it.
A. IPL-V, LISP AND SNOBOL
Three well-known list processing languages have been
chosen for a brief description of their features. Among them/
they exhibit many of the principle functions that are valuable
in list processing applications.
1. IPL-V
The first major work on list processing languages
began with Newell, Shaw and Simon in 1954, and resulted in
"Information Processing Language 5" (IPL-V) . The description
of IPL-V appeared in 1960 [Ref. 4].
The IPL series of programming languages is oriented
toward work in heuristic problem-solving. The last of the
series, IPL-V, is a procedure language essentially at the
assembly language level. The instructions are the assembly
code of a hypothetical machine which is oriented toward list
processing applications.
The significant contributions of IPL include:
(1) the introduction of the concept of a list and the demonstra-
tion of its practical applications in solving a variety of
problems, (2) the development of pushdown and popup operations,





Work on the LISP programming system was originated
at M.I.T. in 1959 in conjunction with the Advice Taker Project,
under the direction of Professor John McCarthy. The goal of
the programming system was to allow manipulation of expressions
representing formalized declarative and imperative sentences
so that the Advice Taker system could make deductions [Ref . 5]
.
The LISP 1.5 manual was published in 1960 [Ref. 6]
.
The concepts and notation used in LISP are unique
among programming languages. The basic data element is the
atom, which is either an identifier or a number. The data
and programs in LISP are described in parenthesized expressions
(S-expressions) which define the interrelationships between
the atoms. The list notation results in a binary tree structure
built from atoms.
The language for defining operations on S-expressions
is the metalanguage, consisting of M-expressions. The M-
expressions are parenthesized structures of elementary functions,
with arguments consisting of S-expressions. Some of the
functions which are available allow defining structures, logical
tests on atomic symbols and on structures, conditional
expressions, and arithmetic operations.
The complex notation used LISP makes it quite
difficult for the average programmer to read and' comprehend.
Recursion and primitive list processing functions make LISP a
powerful language, but unfortunately it is understood and used
17

properly by a small number of programmers. In some circles,
LISP is considered to be more an "art form" than a programming
language.
Some of the significant contributions of the LISP
system are: (1) formalism of the concept of the conditional
expression, (2) demonstration of the value of recursive
function definition, and (3) the technique of "garbage
collection," which consists of automatically returning unused
storage to available space.
3. SNOBOL
In 1962 at Bell Telephone Laboratories, Farber,
Griswold and Polonsky developed the SNOBOL system [Ref . 7]
.
While SNOBOL is defined as a string manipulation language, it
is included in this discussion because it can be readily used
to define list processing functions. It contains many features
of an earlier string manipulation language, COMIT, which is
described in Ref. 8. One of the principle applications of
both SNOBOL and COMIT is in natural language translation
research.
The basic data element in SNOBOL is the string, which
consists of a finite sequence of symbols from the character
set. Strings and substrings may be assigned names.
A SNOBOL program is a set of statements, each of
which involves a rule. The set of rules allows manipulation of
strings in a variety of ways.
18

The facility for the user to define functions of a
general nature and the extensive pattern-matching capabilities
are important features of SNOBOL.
B. L6 AND RELATED LANGUAGES
L° was designed by Kenneth C. Knowlton at the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories and presented in 1966 [Ref . 1] . In 1967,
Newell, Haney and Earley implemented a language based on L°
called *1 (pronounced star-one) at Carnegie-Mellon University
[Ref. 9] . An adaption of *1, the Data Structures Programming
System (DSPS) , was developed by Evans and Van Dam in 1969
[Ref. 10].
I
As Knowlton states in his description of the language,
L6
. . .permits the user to get much closer to machine
code in order to write faster-running programs,
to use storage more efficiently and to build a
wider variety of linked data structures.
As this description implies, the format of L^ is
similar to that of an assembly language program. It provides
primitive facilities for defining and operating upon data
structures. The L^ program structure consists of a sequence of
individual statements, each of which appears on a separate line.
The basic data structure element in L" is the block,
which is a contiguous set of 2n words in memory, where n can
take on the values zero through seven. Within the block the
programmer can define up to 36 fields, named with a single
19

character or digit. Fields may be defined as small as one bit
and as large as 36 bits (in the IBM 709 4 L versions) , and
overlapped fields are permitted.
The L^ system also contains 26 base fields or
registers, called BUGS. These consist of permanently assigned
fullword fields used to hold pointers or other data. They
are primarily used to point to blocks in storage, and are
distinguished from defined fields by the context in which
they are used.
Data is accessed by concatenation of a bug with
defined fields containing pointers, with the field containing
the desired data as the last field in the sequence. For
example, WAB represents the sequence: bug W points to a block
with an A field which points to a block with a B field which
contains the desired data.
The instructions in L° are specified using somewhat
cryptic abbreviations. For example,
IFALL (XA,E,0) (YA,G,4) THEN (YA,S,1)
results in subtracting one from field YA if field XA equals
zero and field YA is greater than four. Operations and tests
are performed from left to right in each statement.
Instructions in L^ fall into one of two categories:
tests or operations. Tests allow comparison of a bug or field
with another bug, field or literal. Tests are available to
determine if the first argument is equal to, not equal to,
greater than, or less than the second argument. L operations
20

provide for data structure manipulation, arithmetic, logical,
shifting, input/output, conversion and pushdown/popup opera-
tions. Tests and operations in BLISS are basically the same
as in L, and will be explained in detail in the description
of BLISS.
The general format for an L^ statement is
[label] conditional test(s) THEN operation (s) [label]
The only restriction on the number of tests and operations in
a statement is that they must all fit on one card image. The
first label in the statement is optional, and allows branching
to the statement, either from another statement or recur-
sively. The conditional instructions allowed are "IFONE,"
"IFANY," "IFALL" and "IFNALL." They are satisfied by the truth
of none, any, all, or not all of the tests which follow. If
the conditional is satisfied, then the operations are performed
If a branch label follows, control is transferred to the
specified labelled statement, otherwise to the next line. If
the operations are missing the delimiter "THEN" may be omitted,
but in that case the branch label is obligatory. If the
reserved word "THEN" appears first in a statement, the opera-
tions or branch (or both) which follow are unconditionally
executed.
Subroutines consist of a sequence of statements
which have the subroutine name as the label of the first line.
Subroutines are called by using the elementary operation " (DO,
label) . " Exit from the subroutine is usually via the special
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branch "DONE," which returns control to the point in the program
just following the "DO" operation which invoked the sub-
routine. Care must be taken in placing the subroutine in the
program so it is not inadvertently executed.
L" was originally implemented on the IBM 7094. Since
that time, implementations have been adapted to the IBM 7040,
IBM 360, MOBIDIC B, PDP 6, and SDS 940 [Ref. 11]. A version
has also been developed on the London University ATLAS Computer,
with the syntactical definition and implementation written in
BCL, a general purpose programming language with special
emphasis on data structures [Ref. 12].
As can be readily seen, L° is a primitive list
processing system. The facilities available in L^ , however,
allow the programmer to perform virtually any operation imbedded
in higher level languages at the cost of some detailed pro-
gramming .
2. *1
The *1 system was implemented on Carnegie-Mellon 1 s
IBM 360 in 1967 by Professors Newell, Earl and Haney. It is
based on L , and consists of a set of system/360 assembly
language macros designed to perform the list processing
functions defined in L . *1 has added features which include
operations on blocks, dynamic bounds on fields and blocks,
and a meta-language
.
Block operations are accomplished by allowing the




data is done as in L . Single letter names in the sequence
are concatenated with no punctuation, but other symbolic
names may be assigned to fields or blocks, in which case they
require brackets around them in the sequence.
The function of the meta-language is to allow the
programmer to have some control over the code that is produced.
Before using this feature, the programmer must be familiar
with the *1 macros used in the implementation.
3. DSPS
DSPS, which is implemented on Brown University's
IBM 360/50, is an adaptation of *1, with added features making
it particularly useful for graphical and file mangagement
applications
.
A facility for retrieving items from a 2314 disk
file using Boolean and relational functions of keywords has
been added. A method of "paging" .items onto the disk file (for
either temporary or permanent use) gives the programmer a





III. A DESCRIPTION OF BLISS
BLISS is not intended to solve all the problems in the
list processing field. Rather, it is designed to allow
straightforward programming of all of the principle list
processing concepts. Because of its basic nature, BLISS
is well-suited for instructional use or experimentation, but
its use is not limited to these areas. As in L , virtually
any list processing operation can be performed at the expense
of detailed programming.
This chapter includes a description of the key features
of BLISS, along with a presentation of proposed system uses
and a discussion of the BLISS implementation.
At this point in the discussion, it is suggested that the
reader familiarize himself with the BLISS language by reading
the BLISS Programmer's Manual [Appendix A].
A. KEY FEATURES OF BLISS
The basic instructions and concepts of BLISS are essentially
the same as those of L , but the language and program structure
have been redefined to make it appear as a higher-level language
to the programmer.
In this section, the key features of BLISS are presented.
1. Data Structures
One of the most significant features of lr is the
flexible method of defining data structures. The programmer
is free to define his data structure in the manner which best
suits his particular problem. BLISS allows virtually the same
flexibility with several added features.
24

Blocks, defined fields, and bugs are used in BLISS
in the same manner as in L . In BLISS 7 however, the names of
defined fields and bugs are not restricted to a single
character. Any non-reserved sequence of letters and digits
(beginning with a letter) may be used. Data is accessed by
concatenation of pointers to the desired field, using a period
as a delimiter. In complex data structures, the ability to
use meaningful names for fields and bugs makes visualization
of the problem simpler, and also makes the entire program
more readable.
BLISS also allows multiple-word character field
definition, thus simplifying the job of storing and retrieving
large blocks of character data. As an example, the five-word
character field




E X A M
P L E
can be stored or retrieved in one operation, whereas in L b it
would have to be done one fullword at a time.
2. The BLISS Instruction Set
While the instruction set of BLISS is similar to that
of L°, the formats and operators have been changed to make
statements more readable. Most BLISS operators parallel the
terminology used in the list processing field.
25

As an example , the L statement
BRANCH IF(X,L,10)THEN(X,A,1) (S,FC,Y) (Y , GT , 4 ) BRANCH
is equivalent to the BLISS statement
BRANCH: IF X <10 / THEN X+l, STACK Y, GET Y 4, GOTO BRANCH;
Sophisticated programmers may get more satisfaction out of
generating compact (albeit somewhat cryptic) strings of symbols,
but the notation of BLISS should prove more satisfying to
most users.
3. BLISS Program Structure
In the formal definition of BLISS, found in Addendum
I to Appendix A, one of the primary goals was to achieve a
logical and flexible program structure. A BLISS program starts
with a BEGIN statement and ends with a STOP statement. BEGIN









is a sample program format that demonstrates the use of a
subroutine, SUB1. Note that the subroutine name is defined as
the label of the first line within the subroutine body.
The BLISS statement format has been modified from
that used in L . BLISS statements are free-field and not
26

restricted to one line as in L . The basic elements of a
BLISS statement are
<LABEL> CONDITIONAL > <TEST SET> THEN <OPERATION SET><BRANCH> ;
The basic statement elements and their order of appearance
are the same as in L" . However, a BLISS statement is more
flexible and readable than an equivalent L" statement due to
the modified instruction set and the free-field features of
BLISS.
B. THE BLISS IMPLEMENTATION
BLISS is implemented on the IBM 360/67 Cambridge Monitor
System at the Naval Postgraduate School Computer Center. The
entire system is programmed in PL/I.
PL/I was selected as the programming language for the
system for several reasons. First, it was recognized that
programming in a general-purpose language would make subsequent
modifications to the system much easier than would be the case
if assembly language coding was used. Further, PL/I achieves
a degree of machine independence not possible with assembly
language. PL/I was chosen over other high-level languages due
to its superior bit-string and character-string manipulation
features
.
While currently implemented for on-line use only, the
system could be easily modified for batch processing. This




One of the particularly useful system features is the
facility for on-line program correction during compilation.
This is particularly useful for rapid debugging. If a syntax
error is detected in a particular statement, the compilation
process is interrupted and a diagnostic message informs the
programmer that he has made an error in the statement. The
programmer then has the option of correcting the statement
or stopping the compilation process. Since most of the
detectable errors either involve punctuation or instruction
format, these should be readily detectable.
C. POSSIBLE SYSTEM USES
The inherent simplicity and flexibility of BLISS make it
quite suitable for demonstrating the concepts associated with
information structures and basic information retrieval. In
this section, some of the possible applications of BLISS as an
instructional system are presented.
1. Information Structures
The most logical application area for BLISS would be
in an introductory course in Information Structures. The
system lends itself nicely to the concepts presented in Volume
I, Chapter 2 of Knuth [Ref . 13] , which is one of the standard
textbooks in the field.
Example A in the Programmer's Manual, the postorder
traversal of a binary tree, is a BLISS program which executes
Knuth's Algorithm T [page 317 of Ref. 13].
28

The following BLISS subroutine, presented as an L^
example by Knowlton in Ref. 1, returns the binary tree in
Figure 1 to free storage:
BEGIN:
RETURNTREE: IF W=0, THEN DONE;
STACK W.R, FREE W W.L,
DO RETURNTREE;
POP W, GOTO RETURNTREE;
STOP;
c.
For comparison, the equivalent L subroutine is:
RETURNTREE: IF (W,E,0)DONE
















Because of the flexibility for defining data
structures and establishing interrelationships among various
elements, BLISS should prove useful in basic information
retrieval experiments.
One disadvantage which would preclude using BLISS
for large information retrieval systems is the inability to
save data structures for future runs. It is hoped that this
feature will be added in a revision to the system.
3. Other Application Areas
There are several other application areas where the
BLISS system can be used to advantage. Among these are auto-
mata theory, graphics data structures, and some areas of
artificial intelligence.
In automata theory, BLISS can readily be used to
program problems dealing with pushdown automata and basic
Turing machines. Most of the concepts presented in Chapters
5 and 6 of Hopcroft and Ullman's textbook [Ref. 14] can be
demonstrated with BLISS.
BLISS can also be used profitably to investigate
manipulation of graphics data structures. For actual use of
the structures in graphics applications, it is best to program
the system using L^ or DSPS because of timing considerations.
Certain problems which appear in the field of
artificial intelligence can be programmed in BLISS. Game
playing, pattern recognition and other areas where data
30

structures are complex and where operations such as pattern
matching are important are cases in point.
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IV. THE BLISS COMPILER
Compilation of a BLISS program is accomplished in three
phases: (1) lexical analysis, (2) syntax analysis, and

















Figure 2. The BLISS Compiler.
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The executive portion of the compiler is imbedded in
the syntax analyzer. It calls the lexical analyzer, which
returns a complete BLISS statement in the form of a lexical
string. The syntax analyzer then checks the statement to
insure that it is syntactically correct. If the statement is
correct, the code generator is called to generate the code
which will be executed by the BLISS "machine." Each of the
three major sections will now be described in detail.
A. LEXICAL ANALYSIS
In the lexical analysis phase, BLISS source statements
are scanned and the meaningful program elements in the state-
ment are recorded and classified. The lexical analyzer
performs its functions when called by the syntax analyzer, and
passes a string of elements corresponding to the BLISS
statement entities.
Lexical analysis is accomplished in three phases:
(1) the scanner routine, (2) symbol table construction routines,
and (3) construction of the lexical string for the syntax
analyzer. The procedure used for lexical analysis (LEXPHAZ)
can be found in the compiler program listing, Appendix C.
1. The Scanner Routine
The scanner routine (SCAN) of the lexical analyzer
scans the BLISS input file from left to right, placing one
program element at a time into a buffer (ACCUM) . The variable
RESULT is set to one, two or three, depending on whether the
33

item in the buffer is an identifier , integer or special
character. The variable COUNT is set to the number of char-
acters in the element. One program element is returned on
each call on SCAN. When the end of a card image is reached,
SCAN calls the read-in procedure (READER) which reads the next
card image
.
2 . Construction of the Symbol Table
a. Elements of the Symbol Table
The symbol table used in the BLISS compiler
consists of two principal parts: (1) the information array
(INFO) and (2) the array used to store the character represen-
tation of program elements (CHRSTOR) . Figure 3 shows the
elements of the symbol table and their relationships. The
symbol table is used to classify program elements passed by the
SCAN routine, and to record information used in the subsequent
syntax analysis and code generation phases.
Data describing program entities is placed in
the information array using a hash coding scheme. This
simplifies both retrieval and checking for the presence of an
item. A computer word (32 bits) is constructed with the first
three characters (or less, if the item is less than three
characters in length) of the entity in the rightmost portion
of the word. The length of the element is placed in the high
order eight bits of the word. The word is then divided by
the prime number 127, and the remainder becomes the hash code
for the element. If subsequent elements have the same hash
34

code address (i.e., a collision occurs), their information
words are entered into the table and linked to the first
entry by a chain of pointers.
Two words are constructed for entry into the
information array to completely describe each entity. The
first is called the scramword ("scram" is derived from "scramble
code"), which is placed in the table using the item's hash
code address. The first eight bits of the scramword specify
the length of the entity (number of characters) . The next 12
bits point to the position of the first character of the item
in the CHRSTOR array. The last 12 bits of the scramword point
to the location of the element's second descriptive word. The
second descriptive word is called the elbatword ("elbat" is
"table" spelled backwards) , and is entered into the table in
the area below the space reserved for scramwords. The first
eight bits of the elbatword define the class of the program
element, which is defined in the next section. The next 12
bits are used to store additional information for entities of
the same class. The last 12 bits of the elbatword (when used)
point to the scramword of a program element which has the same
hash code address as the present entity.
As shown in Figure 3, the information array is
segmented into several sections. The first 126 words are
reserved for scramword entries. Word 127 points to the next
available word in the lower section of the array, and word




























Figure 3. The Symbol Table.
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CHRSTOR buffer. The remaining words are used for storing
elbatwords and collision scramwords.
b. Classification of Program Elements
Program elements are assigned a specific class
number in the lexical analysis phase in order to simplify
identification during the syntax analysis phase. Table I
lists the class numbers assigned to BLISS program elements.
The class numbers may be divided into several
categories. The first 36 class numbers are assigned to BLISS
reserved words. The numbering begins with four, since numbers
zero through three are used by the syntax analyzer. The 11
allowable special characters are assigned numbers 40-50. Class
numbers 51-54 are assigned to identifiers, integers, labels,
and branches, respectively.
The additional information field in an item's
elbatword is used for identifiers, labels and branches. For
an identifier, it is used to specify the number of the bug
or defined field, as the case may be. Numbers are sequentially
assigned to bugs as they are encountered in the program, and
to defined fields when they are defined. For labels and
branches, the additional information field is used to store
code block addresses. The method of inserting the code block
addresses will be explained in the description of code
generation.
c. Initialization of the Symbol Table
The symbol table is initialized with the first
call on the lexical analyzer. The BLISS reserved words and
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TABLE I. BLISS Language Elements.
Class Number Element Class Number Element
4 ALLDUMP 30 HRSHIFT
5 DEFINE 31 DONE
6 GET 32 FAIL
7 FREE 33 BEGIN
8 COPY 34 STOP
9 DUPLICATE 35 IFANY
10 INTERCHANGE 36 IFALL
11 POINTER 37 IFNONE
12 INPCHAR 38 IFNALL
13 INPBIT 39 THEN
14 INPDEC 40 /
15 PRINTCHAR 41 +
16 PRINTBIT 42 -
17 PRINTDEC 43 *
18 STACK 44 /
19 POP 45 =
20 DFSTACK 46 -i
21 DFPOP 47 >
22 DO 48 <
23 OR 49 •
24 AND 50 •/
25 XOR 51 Identifier
26 COMPLEMENT 52 Integer
27 LSHIFT 53 Label




special characters are specified by entering their descriptive
words and character representations into the symbol table
.
Initialization is done with precomputed values
which were obtained using the same table entry routines that
are presently in the compiler. Class identifiers were placed
in the leftmost eight bits of the element's elbatwords. The
values obtained are entered into the information table by the
initialization routine (INIT) , so that no computation is
necessary.
Subsequent program elements are entered into
the symbol table the first time they are encountered by the
lexical analyzer.
3. Building the Lexical String
When called by the syntax analyzer, the lexical
analyzer builds the lexical string for a complete BLISS
statement. The elements of the lexical string are placed in
an array. Figure 4 is a diagram of the sequence of events
that take place in the lexical analyzer.
The TABLE procedure is the executive routine for
building the lexical string. TABLE builds the lexical string
one element at a time until a semicolon is encountered.
Program control is then passed to the syntax analyzer, which
checks the newly constructed lexical string.
The TAB array consists of a sequence of modified
elbatwords, one for each element in the BLISS statement. The
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Figure 4. Lexical Analysis
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Note that the only modification to the elbatword is that the
rightmost field contains a pointer to the element's scramword.
Thus, the modified elbatword allows access to a complete
description of the element in the symbol table.
B. SYNTAX ANALYSIS
The grammatical structure of a program must be checked
mechanically for correctness before the production of workable
machine code can be completed. This checking procedure is
called syntax analysis. Conventionally, such analyzers are
tailored to the language they are to analyze. This "hand
construction" process is both complicated and tedious from the
standpoint of the compiler programmer. Subsequent additions
or modifications to the source language, even though readily
incorporated in the formal grammar, may necessitate extensive
alterations to the analyzer. The syntax analyzer may also be
very time consuming, depending on the number and complexity




The syntax analyzer for BLISS is built to minimize the
problems listed above. The grammar is preprocessed to allow
bottom-up analysis based on unique precedence relationships
between symbols. If the syntax of the program is correct
this feature reduces the search for matching productions in
the grammar to those that are guaranteed. The structure of
the syntax analyzer need not be altered to accomodate language
modification. This is due to the fact that the preprocessing
is largely mechanical with automatic production of a parsing
data structure for the compiler.
There are three precedence relationships possible between
symbols in a grammar. In this discussion they are represented
by ** / *" / an<^ ** • Tne well known rules for discovering these
relationships are outlined below. The = relater is applicable
when the two symbols appear adjacent to each other in a pro-
duction. Considering these adjacent symbols, the rightmost
symbol of any generation from the lefthand symbol will be
related to the righthand symbol by the «> relater. The left-
most symbol of any generation from the righthand symbol will
be related to the lefthand symbol by the <• relater. The
rightmost and leftmost symbols of productions just described
are always related by the •> relater by convention. For
example, if S:= <A> <B> , then the relationship between <A>
and <B> is = . If <A> := a, then the relationship between
a and <B> is •> . Likewise, if <B> := b then <A> <• b
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is applicable, and finally, the relater between a and b is •>
.
The theory of precedence grammars, along with their advantages
and limitations, is well covered by Floyd [Ref. 15], and more
formally by Wirth and Weber [Ref. 16]
.
Before the discussion of grammar preprocessing and the
compiler data structure, it is valuable to briefly look at
the parsing algorithm and its associated working structure.
1. Parsing Algorithm
The parsing algorithm, Figure 5, is used to check
the syntactic correctness of individual BLISS statements. A
statement is analyzed for syntax after its representation is
placed into the lexical string (TAB array) by the lexical
analyzer. The parse of the statement is done in a working
stack to leave the lexical string unaltered for later use in
code generation. The parse requires access to the compiler
data structure where the precedence relationships and the
productions of the grammar are stored. In Figure 5, the symbol
a^- represents the K-pth element of the lexical string, while
the symbol Wrw represents the Kwth element of the working
stack. The symbol na stands for the length of the lexical
string.
At point (1) in Figure 5, the lack of a precedence
relationship between adjacent symbols in the lexical string
indicates a syntax error. Not shown in the diagram, but
discussed in the Programmer's Manual (Appendix A), is the


































Figure 5. Precedence Parsing Algorithm
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accomplished by typing in a corrected statement when a syntax
error occurs
.
The algorithm continues to check the precedence
relationship between the top of the working stack and the
next member of the lexical string until a •> relater is found.
The last tested member of the lexical string becomes the top
element in the working stack when any other relater exists,
as is shown at point (3) in the figure.
A •> relationship guarantees a production substitu-
tion for an undetermined number of members of the working
stack. At point (2) of the figure, the possible matching
productions are accessed from the longest to the shortest.
This access order is required to prevent premature acceptance
of a partial string in the parsing operation. The P^_ of the
parsing algorithm refers to the ith member of the production
which is being tested for a match. The symbol m is the length
of the tested production. The length is stored with each
production in the compiler data structure.
The substituted symbol becomes the top of the working
stack when the production matching is successfully accomplished,
as shown at point (4) of Figure 5. The replaced symbols are
effectively removed from the stack and the process continues
until the parse is terminated.
2 . Preprocessing the Grammar
A certain amour/ of preprocessing must be done to
put the BLISS grammar into a useful form for precedence syntax
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analysis. The formal definition of the grammar is found in
Addendum I of Appendix A and should be referred to for a
better understanding of this section.
If a count of the number of BEGIN and STOP statements
is kept the problem of syntax analysis can be reduced to that
of analyzing a single statement at a time. The logical end
of the program occurs when an equal number of BEGIN and STOP
statements have been encountered.
The precedence relationships are discovered
mechanically by using an auxiliary program that produces a
precedence matrix of relationships using the grammar productions
as input. This program also reveals any precedence conflicts
that exist. A "conflict" refers to the case in which more
than one precedence relationship exists between two symbols
in the grammar. All precedence conflicts are resolved by
appropriately altering the productions of the grammar.
The matrix of valid and unique relationships is
available for use in the compiler after all the precedence
conflicts are resolved. This matrix is, however, too large for
economic storage in the conventional manner, hence sparse
matrix representation is used.
3. Data Structure For Compiler Syntax Analysis
A linked list is built for each symbol in order to
efficiently store the precedence matrix. The list is accessed
by the class identifier number of the symbol. Each precedence
relationship is allocated one node on the list if the
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relationship exists between the base symbol and any other.
The class number of a single related symbol is placed in that
node. If more than one symbol is related then the smallest
class number is placed in the node. The remaining symbols are
placed in a separate storage area, ordered numerically by
class number, and linked to the precedence relater node.
Storage in numerical order reduces symbol search time. Pre-
cedence relationships are numbered two, three, and four,
corresponding to •> , - and o .
As is seen in the parsing algorithm, the syntax
analyzer must have access to the productions of the grammar
as well as the precedence relationships. The use of a pro-
duction is governed by the symbol that appears on its extreme
right, since the analyzer only attempts a parse when a •>
relationship is found. The productions of the grammar are,
therefore, placed in a separate storage area along with their
lengths. The address of each applicable production is placed
in the list linked to the right-most symbol.
Figure 6 shows a typical data structure for one
symbol along with the corresponding pointers used to access the
common store of productions and precedence relationships. The
example shows an occurrence of the •> and < relationships.
4 . Program Description
A short outline of the program that accomplishes
the syntax analysis is now presented to complete the discussion
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The COMP program, Appendix C, performs the syntax
analysis and acts as the executive routine for the compiler.
The list structure for the symbol class identifiers and the
two sequential stores is initialized from program-contained
structures and character strings. The input for initialization,
except the production storage, is the product of a routine,
PAMBLDR, also found in Appendix C.
PAMBLDR accepts a block of data for e<..ch of the
symbol class identifiers. This block may include: (1) addresses
of productions in storage and (2) precedence relationships,
keyed by their symbol class number and including a list of
related symbols extracted from the precedence matrix.
The character string for the storage of productions
is built by hand.
C. CODE GENERATION
Code generation for a BLISS statement is performed after
the syntax analyzer determines the correctness of the statement.
The code generation portion of the program is contained in
three procedures: CODEGEN, INPROC and BRANCH, which appear
in the compiler program listing, Appendix C.
The codeword for the BLISS machine (described in Chapter
V) consists of a six-bit operation code field plus two 13-bit
fields used to specify values or locations in the machine.
Appendix B contains a listing of the 43 machine instructions
used, with a description of each.
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As codewords are generated, they are placed in a 2000-
word array (CODE) . Upon reaching the logical end of the
program, the non-empty portion of the CODE array is built into
a text module by the executive routine.
The basic features of the code generator and some of the
more interesting methods used in the code generation will now
be described.
1. Code Generator Program Structure
The code generator builds the code segment for a
BLISS statement by using the lexical string which has been
checked by the syntax analyzer. The class descriptor field
of the elements in the lexical string is used to key the
operation of the code generator.
There is a program segment within the code generator
for each reserved word and special character. Branching to
the appropriate code generation segment is accomplished by
allowing the class descriptor numbers of the elements to
correspond to an array of labels which is defined within the
code generator program.
Since the lexical string is known to be syntactically
correct, the code generator can anticipate the possible sequences
of parameters which must accompany an operator. For example,
in the COPY operation, it is known that the elements which
follow COPY must either be identifie r identifier or identifier
integer . Since the possible parameters can be anticipated,




Internal procedures within the code generator
allow retrieval of data from fields and retrieval of integer
values from the symbol table, since these operations are
conducted frequently.
2 . Method of Filling Branch Addresses
The additional information field (bits 9-20) of a
label's elbatword in the symbol table is used to hold the
address of the label entry in the code array. If a GOTO label
is encountered before the label is reached, the label is
entered into the symbol table and the first bit of the addition-
al information field is set to " l. M The remaining eleven bits
contain the code block address of the unfilled branch statement.
If additional branch statements are encountered before the
label, a chain of pointers is maintained in the rightmost 13-
bit field of the codeword for the branch statement. Figure 7
shows the chaining from the symbol table to the branch statements
in the code block.
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Figure 7. Branch Statement Linking Method
When the label in question is encountered by the code
generator, bit nine in the elbatword is set to "0," and the
label address is filled in the elbatword and in all unfilled
branch statements in the chain.
3. Method of Handling Conditional Expressions
The code segment for a series of tests preceded by a
conditional is constructed to allow immediate branching to
either the operations or to the next statement, depending




IFALL X=0, Y.DATA>7, Z.DATA<1, THEN ;
the code generator inserts a "branch on false to the next
statement" after each of the three tests. Thus, if all of
the tests are true, the code for the operations which follow
the "THEN" is executed. The method for handling each of the
conditionals is presented in TABLE II.
TABLE II. Conditional Expression Branch Methods.












IFALL Branch if false to
next statement
NONE
IFNONE Branch if true to
next statement
NONE
The code block addresses of the operations and of the next
statement are inserted into the appropriate branch statements
in a manner similar to that used with labels. A chain of
back-pointers to the unfilled branches is maintained, and when
the operations and end of statement are reached, the appropriate
branch addresses are filled.
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V. THE BLISS MACHINE AND PROGRAM EXECUTION
A simulated machine designed as a dedicated computer which is
a part of BLISS seems more valuable than using an existing
machine. The BLISS machine is therefore designed to efficiently
accomplish the list processing tasks. The fictitious hardware
is specified to complement primitive list processing operators.
The machine is simulated by an interpreter that is written in
a higher level language.
The BLISS interpreter, written in PL/I, has advantages
over other possible implementation methods. First, a certain
amount of machine independence is achieved. Secondly, primitive
list processing operators may be specified as machine func-
tions. This reduces the complexity of the code generation and
allows efficient machine execution. Finally, the alteration
of the machine structure and machine operations is attainable
with a minimum of programming effort. This last point was
important in the experimentation carried out during implemen-
tation. It will be of even greater importance to experimenters
who desire to alter the system at a later date. The single
disadvantage of using an interpeter is that it may not achieve
the speed possible by using the macro-type implementation
of Knowlton. The effect of this limitation has not been
investigated.
Certain methods proved most successful in the investigation
of machine implemented list processing operators. These methods
are discussed below and include: (1) the ability to use a
pushdown stack with virtually no concern for size of the stack
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or depth of recursion (accomplished without allocating
extensive amounts of storage to the process) , (2) the use
of an efficient free storage allocator that automatically
maintains free storage in the largest blocks of contiguous
words possible, consistent with the system maximum block
size, and (3) the representation of the machine in a single
storage block with dedicated storage locations for machine
hardware. The third method allows monitoring of machine
execution and provides the option of saving the entire machine
for continued execution at a later time.
The sections that follow describe the basic machine
operations, the structure of the machine, the PL/I programs
which comprise the machine, and program execution.
A. BASIC MACHINE OPERATIONS
The basic BLISS machine operations are described in order
to provide insight into the elements of the machine structure.
The first operation is storage allocation which is basic to
almost all procedures. Next, the design of a pushdown stack
is considered, followed by a discussion of the operations
possible on a pushdown. Finally, typical register operations
are mentioned.
1. Storage Allocation
The BLISS storage allocator is patterned after work
done by Knowlton [Ref . 17] . Other than the difference in word
size and location of the block size indicator (both required
by the characteristics of the machine) , there is little
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difference in the two allocation systems. Knowlton's system
allows the user to specify the size of the largest block.
Unlike L^ , BLISS fixes the maximum block size at 128 words.
Blocks are available from free storage in eight
sizes, corresponding to the powers of two from zero to seven.
A request for a block returns the next largest size, if the
size requested is not a power of two. The first bit of the
zerofch, word of each block is used by the system to indicate
whether or not the block is in use. The next three bits of
the zeroth, word indicate the size of the block, converted
to a logarithm to the base two. For example, if the first
four bits of the zero£h. word of a block are "1011 " then the
block is in free space and is eight words long.
Upon machine activation, the available free space
is broken into blocks of 128 words and double-linked to form
a list. This list is attached to a header cell of one word
that contains a pointer to the list and a count of the number
of cells on that list. Header cells are available for each
of the other possible block sizes, but are initially zeroed.
When a block is requested from free storage, it is
supplied by taking the first block on the list that is attached
to the appropriate header cell. If no block of the requested
size is available, it is provided by a block-splitting process.
A block from the first available list with free blocks is
recursively split in half until a block of the correct size is
produced. Blocks are supplied with all usable space zeroed.
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Figure 8 shows the configuration of free storage during





> One block of free spaceavailable on each list;a zero fills an unused
pointer field.
115 blocks of size 128
words are available in
free storage . Note
double linking for easy
removal from list.
Figure 8. "Free Space Memory Map"
When a block is returned to free storage, the usable
space is zeroed and the status of its mate block is considered.
A "mate" to a block is a block of storage of the same size
Mates are contiguously located in memory. Ttie result of
combining the mate blocks reverses the splitting wni.cn originally
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separated them into smaller blocks. The status of a mate
block can be determined, without actually locating the block,
by inspecting the "use bit." If the mate block is not in use,
it is removed from its free space list and combined with the
newly returned block. The freeing procedure is then reentered
with the newly combined block. The process of combining blocks
continues until the largest system block is recovered or until
a mate is found to be "in use." At that time the block is
added at the head of the proper list.
Storage allocation requires minimal dedicated storage
and processing time for splitting and combining. The user
can balance the need for free space against the cost of
returning it, since the freeing of storage is controlled by
the user.
2. Pushdown Stacks
The structure and operation of a pushdown stack is
basic to most of the operations of the BLISS machine. When
allocating storage for a pushdown stack, most systems must
accept the trade-off between efficient stack size and the
possibility that the stack will overflow. The BLISS stacks
are designed to dynamically change their size as storage require-
ments change. Therefore, they will effectively never overflow,
unless all free storage is used up.
The following is a discussion of BLISS machine stack
operation. A 32 word block is obtained from storage when a
stack is first accessed. The top of the stack is located by
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a special pushdown index word. This word contains a zero
before a pushdown is activated. A new block of 32 words is
obtained and linked to the original block when a stacking
call would overflow the pushdown. This "back" linking is all
that is needed to operate the single pushdown system. If the
stack is "popped" so that a block is no longer part of the
pushdown , the unused block is returned to free storage, unless
it is the only remaining block in the pushdown. This exception
saves time in most applications since most trivial stacking
operations empty the pushdown often. An attempt to "pop" an
empty or unactivated stack will result in a BLISS machine
interrupt with a corresponding error diagnostic. Figure 9 is






The block labeled 1 contains the most recent
stack elements. Block 2 contains older
elements of the same stack.
Figure 9. BLISS Stack Configuration
The procedure for handling system and user stacks
represents a machine where the most recent portion of the stack
is in hardware registers. When this space is filled, it is
swapped to core storage and placed in a block for later
retrieval. Only that portion of the stack that would be in





Of the six pushdown stacks in the BLISS machine, two
are dedicated to input/output handling. The extent of their
operation as I/O buffers is to receive and return information,
but they are not available for access by the programmer. The
other four stacks are used by the system to accomplish arith-
metic, logical, subroutine return, data transfer, test, and
branch operations. Two of them, the Field Contents and Field
Definition pushdowns, are available for programmer use. For
a more complete understanding of these stack-oriented oper-
ations see Appendix B, The BLISS Interpreter Instructions/
and the appropriate sections of the INTEP program in Appendix
D.
3. Register Operations
The system registers are used only for temporary
storage, shifting and pointer-chaining operations since most
machine functions are carried out on the pushdown stacks . The
registers reserved for bugs are dedicated storage, but are not
used to perform system functions.
B. STRUCTURE OF THE MACHINE
The BLISS machine is shown in outline form in Figure 10.
The BLISS machine occupies an array of 16,384, 32-bit words.
The first 128 words are reserved for system use. Each of the
machine elements is discussed below so the reader may gain
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HEADER CELLS.






11 SYSTEM PUSHDOWN INDEX
12 FIELD DEFINITION PUSHDOWN INDEX
13 FIELD CONTENTS PUSHDOWN INDEX
14 SUBROUTINE RETURN PUSHDOWN INDEX
15 INSTRUCTION COUNTER
16 INPUT BUFFER INDEX
























Figure 10. BLISS Machine.
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1. Available Space List Header Cells
The available space list header cells occupy eight
full-words, Each word contains two pieces of information. The
first halfword contains a pointer to the first cell on the list
of free space cells of a particular size. The last halfword
holds a count of cells on the list. A header cell equal to
zero denotes and empty list.
2. Active Instruction Register
A fullword register contains a pointer to the memory
location of the presently executing instruction. This is the
Active Instruction Register.
3. System Registers
Two registers are assigned for system use. One use
of these two registers is to perform shift operations which
are generally used to extract field data or perform bit
manipulations. The registers are also used by the system to





The four pushdown indices hold pointers to the memory
locations of the top of their respective stacks. An index
register value equal to zero indicates that the pushdown has
never been activated.
5 Instruction Counter
Each instruction in the user program text file is
given a sequential number. This number is placed in the





The input/output buffer index registers hold pointers
to the present buffer index location. As in the other stacks,
a zero index indicates that the buffer has not been activated.
7. Bug Registers
Twenty-three registers hold the contents of the
programmatically defined bugs. A register is assigned to a
bug sequentially as the bug name appears in the program. This
assignment process is discussed in Chapter IV.
8. Field Definitions
Each of 87 registers is designed to contain the
definition of a single field. The field definition is an
ordered triplet of integers that is determined from the user
program and completely describes the field. Field definitions
are discussed in Chapter IV.
C. MACHINE PROGRAMS - INTERCONNECTION AND EXECUTION
This section provides a brief explanation of the operation
and interconnection of the programs that make up the BLISS
machine. For a detailed look at program execution, see the
program comments in The BLISS Interpeter, Appendix D.
1. INTEP
The INTEP program is the executive routine for the
machine. As mentioned previously, available space is initialized
upon machine execution. The text module of the user program is
then read into the machine memory using as many 128-word blocks
as necessary. The active instruction pointers are set to the
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beginning of the program. The program execution loop is
initiated and sequentially extracts the instruction code of
the active program text word, branching to the INTEP program
block for that instruction. Instruction indices are advanced
on return from each program block. A termination instruction
code causes exit from the program execution loop.
The individual machine instructions consist primarily
of primitive list processing operations. They are designed
to be executed by using the machine elements. Thus an
accurate trace of program execution is possible by observing
the change in BLISS machine registers and stacks.
2. OUTDIAG
The OUTDIAG routine is called when a BLISS program
error causes the machine to interrupt. The machine diagnostic
is output at the terminal and a full machine dump is executed
by the DUMP routine. At present, all possible errors are not
covered by BLISS diagnostics. No memory protection is provided
to prevent alteration of the machine elements by a program
addressing error. As a substitute, the INTEP program calls
for a full BLISS machine dump on a PL/I error condition. The
PL/I error diagnostic is written into a "SYSPRINT" file in
CMS. The BLISS machine is terminated on occurrence of a PL/I
error condition.
3. DUMP
The DUMP routine may be called both by the BLISS
programmer through the ALLDUMPS instruction and by the machine
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as previously noted. The machine dump resulting from either
call is written into a file, "LISTING," in the current
implementation
.
There are six elements produced on a full machine
dump. The number of elements produced may be varied by the
user. The dump elements are: (1) the free space list header
cells, (2) the block that contains the active user program
instruction, (3) the contents of the system registers,
(4) the contents of the bug registers, (5) the field .
definitions, and (6) the contents of the most recent block
in each of the four pushdown stacks.
4. BRANCH
Program branches are handled by the BRANCH routine
.
BRANCH locates the containing block, then the machine address
of the required instruction.
5. COUNTBT
In the present implementation, the COUNTBT routine
locates the first "1" bit of a field or register.
6« GET CEL and FRE CEL
The GET_CEL and FRE_CEL procedures handle the free
storage manipulation described in Section A of this chapter.
A "MEMORY EXHAUSTED" diagnostic and machine termination occur
if free storage is used up.
7c PUSH and POP
The PUSH and POP routines handle the stack operations




The input routine is initiated from POP when a request for .
input is received and the input buffer is empty. The output
buffer is automatically dumped to the terminal when it is
full. This operation is initiated in the PUSH routine.
-8. INP and OUTP
The INP and OUTP procedures form the interface
between the BLISS machine and the computer on which it is
running. In the current implementation, input can be taken
from the terminal or from a disk file. Output is available
only at the terminal.
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VI. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Only through use and experimentation can any new program-
ming system be optimized. At the time of this writing, BLISS
is still going through this proofing stage.
BLISS in its present form should prove to be invaluable
for its intended purpose, but there are several extensions
and improvements which would be beneficial. This chapter
contains a discussion of possible extensions to BLISS and
presents concluding remarks.
A. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
The possible extensions to BLISS fall into two categories.
The first category of improvements is considered to be those
that directly enhance the primary goal of the system, or those
that are of direct benefit to the user. The second category
consists of those improvements that are of academic interest
(i.e., machine optimization and optimization of the compiler),
although they are of benefit to the production user.
1. Direct System Improvements
Some possible extensions to the system which would
directly benefit the user are presented in this section,
a. Saving Data Structures
As noted earlier, one highly desirable extension
to the system would be a facility allowing the data structures
created in a run to be saved for future use . This could be
easily accomplished by saving the whole machine, but this
would be inefficient if only a small portion of the machine's
free memory space were in use. A more desirable method of
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saving the structures would be to extract them from the
machine in the form of a module which could be reconstructed
at a later time.
b. Conversion to Batch Processing
Conversion of BLISS to allow batch processing
in addition to on-line use would be invaluable for two primary
reasons. First, on-line execution of long programs with a
great deal of input/output is very time consuming. On-line
compilation could be utilized to check the program, but execu-
tion in a batch environment would be beneficial. The second
instance in which batch processing would be particularly
useful occurs when on-line terminal time is at a premium.
2 . Improvements of an Academic Nature
Design optimization was of secondary consideration
during system construction. Now that the system is a working
reality, there are several areas in which interesting sub-
problems can be developed.
a. Machine Design
The BLISS interpreter is built to perform the
basic system tasks in an efficient manner. Hence, the BLISS
machine was conceived after the language operations were
defined. The present configuration has not been sufficiently
measured to conclude that the machine design is optimum. A
thorough study of both the BLISS machine design and the soft-
ware which represents the machine would be beneficial. The
interpreter programs allow easy modification of the machine
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structure, and the modularity of the individual operations
lends itself to experimentation.
b. Code Generation
There are several areas within the code genera-
tion section of the compiler which could be optimized. Within
the generating program (CODEGEN) there are many sections
where similar operations are performed which could be combined
into internal procedures. By varying the calling parameters
the appropriate code for several similar operations could be
produced by the same procedure
.
A detailed study of the code generation should
be closely linked with machine design optimization.
c. Improved Features for Language Structural
Changes
In the present implementation some of the
language preprocessing requires hand manipulation of the data
between execution of program parts. In addition, there is
no programmatic connection between the preprocessor and the
compiler which uses the preprocessor output to do the prece-
dence-directed syntax analysis. As a result, language structural
changes are time-consuming, even though the methods are
straightforward
.
A user interested in machine and language experi-
mentation could add the following improvements to the BLISS
compiler. First, the precedence analyzer program should have
access to an initialization program to construct the initial
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compiler data structure. The combined program would then
require the productions of the language as input data, and
would construct the associative memory for the parsing
algorithm. This combined program could possibly be connected
to the compiler routines and be called at the user's option
for the initialization process.
B. CONCLUSIONS
The primary value of BLISS is that it provides a language
and a system that are dedicated to minimizing confusion in
basic list processing applications. The concepts used in the
implementation are of secondary value, but do provide some
original ideas.
Since the simplicity of BLISS is the feature which makes
it useful as a basic list processing language, any proposed
changes should be carefully weighed, lest they detract from
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The introduction to basic abstract computing structures
is generally a straightforward learning process. There is
nothing conceptually overpowering about "linked lists" or
"binary trees." The student can readily visualize the solutions
to many of the problems dealing with such entities.
The situation immediately deterioriates when one tries to
write a program that handles the problem the way he visualizes
it. There are several choices available to the programmer. At
one end of the spectrum, he can learn a difficult language
with complex notation, such as LISP 1.5. Alternatively, he
can build his own processing system out of a basically non-
list-oriented language, such as FORTRAN IV. Either way the
conceptual learning process must slow down until the student
can hurdle the programming problems
.
BLISS is a computer system that is designed to handle
information structures problems at the tutorial level. It is
based upon L° , a programming language designed by Kenneth C.
Knowlton at the Bell Telephone Laboratories. L" is cryptic in
nature and just above the assembly code level. However,
entities of BLISS parallel the vocabulary of list processing,
so that the user may express himself with a minimum of
translation.
The BLISS machine (interpreter) is configured to execute





In BLISS, as in other list processing languages, the
basic entity is the node or block. A node is simply a set of
contiguous words in storage. The program variables are
specified by overlaying these nodes with a template of defined
fields. In many other languages, either the node is size-
limited, or the template is fixed, or both. In BLISS the
restrictions are much less severe. The size of the nodes and
the configuration of the templates may vary widely. There is
no requirement to completely define structures at compile time,
as this may be done programmatically
.
A. BLOCKS
Blocks, or nodes, may be specified as a contiguous set of
2n fullwords, where n can take on values from zero through
seven. Over 16,000 fullwords are available in the BLISS
machine's free storage, but the amount available to the user
varies with program size and complexity.
B. DEFINED FIELDS
A BLISS program may have a maximum of 87 fields that are
defined at any one time. Fields are named by the concatenation
of alphanumeric symbols, the first of which must be a letter.
By defining fields, the programmer describes the template he
desires for overlaying blocks in the structure. Fields may be
specified as all or part of a single word, or as a concatenation
of several fullwords in the node. The latter option is restricted
to character data, but any other defined field may contain
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character, bit, or decimal information. Fields may overlap
and contain other fields. The following illustrates a three




The words in a block are numbered consecutively, beginning
with zero. The first four bits of word zero are restricted
for system use and should not be specified within a user field.
(See the "DEFINE" operation for specification requirements.)
C. POINTERS
Any field long enough to hold a memory address may contain
a pointer to a block. Blocks are addressed by the memory
location of their first word (word zero) . Fields defined as
large as a fullword and as small as 14 bits in length may be
used as pointer fields.
D. BASE FIELDS (BUGS)
There are twenty-three permanently allocated fullword
registers, called bugs, reserved for programmer use. They are
assigned names sequentially at compile time. If more than 23
bugs are used in the program, they overlay previously assigned
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names. For example, if the first bug used is name ALPHA and
the twenty-fourth is name USE, then both names reference the
same register. The names used for these bugs can be any
concatenation of alphanumerics (first symbol a letter) . Bugs
are recognized by the compiler from the context in which they
are used, and consequently need no user definition. A field
and a bug may not have the same name.
A bug may be used to store any information that will fit
into 32 bits. When they are used as pointer fields, bugs may
"crawl" about the data structure, hence the name. Access to
lists and structures is achieved through a pointer bug, as will
be seen in the next section. In Figure 1, as in other




E. REFERENCING FIELDS AND LINKING NODES
The content of a bug is referenced by stating its name
If a bug contains a pointer to a node, the contents of any
field in that node may be referenced by concatenating the
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field name to the name of the bug, using a period as a delimiter
Remote fields are referenced by concatenating the linking
pointers until the node containing the field is accessed.
In Figure 2, the contents of field Al are accessed by
BUG.Al, while A3 could be referenced by BUG.B.B.A3. Bug. B.C..
might be the link to branch to an associated structure
.
Figure 2
Normally a pointer will contain the address of the first
word of a node. However, the programmer may increment or
decrement such a pointer to move the template. As long as
he is conscious of the node size and the present location of
the field in that node, he can conduct a detailed search of
the data. Figure 3 shows an example of an operation which








Decimal integers are the only allowable compile time
literals. Bit and character data must be read into the program
with standard input/output operations. No special flag for
literal integers is required. Their use is explained further
in the discussion of operations.
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III. PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND SYNTAX
Addendum I to this manual gives the complete BNF syntax
for BLISS. This section explains the overall program structure
and the syntactic elements within a program.
A. SYNTAX
A program has a block structure similar to that of PL/I or
ALGOL, but is less complicated. The main program is contained
between the initial BEGIN and final STOP statements. The
instructions of the main program are executed sequentially, with
a branching option available.
From the syntax, one can see that the main program may
contain any number of imbedded programs. There is no machine
restriction on the number of contained programs or on access
to them from the main program or other contained programs.
Program flow is basically up to the programmer. Backing out
of imbedded program blocks is his responsibility.
B. SUBROUTINES
All imbedded program blocks are labeled subroutines. The
subroutine name is the label appended to the first statement
following the "BEGIN;" that separates the subroutine from the
rest of the program. The following shows a sample program










Without a label defining its name, a subroutine block can
never be entered. Without a termination statement, program
control cannot be transferred correctly. In this case, "DONE"
returns control to the calling location. Termination is
discussed in greater detail below.
The physical location of the subroutine is not important.
It may be placed at any point in the program where it is
logically pleasing to the programmer.
BLISS subroutines allow complete recursive entry to a
level which is bounded only by the free storage available.
The system only stacks the return locations associated with
each recursive call. If other variable values are to be saved,
the programmer must do it using system stacks which are
available for this purpose.
Logical termination of a subroutine is accomplished
through the operations "DONE" and "FAIL." "DONE" returns
program control to the statement following the calling statement!
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"FAIL" transfers control to a label designated in the calling
statement. Since a "FAIL" termination may bypass some or all
levels in a recursive routine, the programmer must be aware
of the consequences of this method of exit. The following












The main program block may be called from within itself,
but no system termination is provided for endless loops. The
user is required to consider the program flow and to insure
that a logical termination occurs (the program reaches the





THE BASIC ELEMENT IN THE PROGRAM STRUCTURE
As can be seen from the BNF definition of BLISS, the
individual program blocks are made up of groups of statements.
The statements are built of allowable combinations of syntactic
components. The six syntactic components of a general BLISS
statement are:
<LABEL> <CONDITIONAL> <TEST SET> THEN < OPERATION SET><BRANCH>
Each of these components are discussed separately in the
sections that follow. Amplifying statement examples accompany
each section. Sample programs are presented in Chapter V.
The allowable combinations of syntactic components are defined
in the formal definition of BLISS.
Statement length is limited by implementation to approx-
imately 25 tests and operations. A statement may be placed
free-field on one or more card images (columns one to 72)
,
or there may be more than one statement per card image.
A. LABELS
A label is an alphanumeric string with a letter as the
first symbol. It is located at the beginning of a statement
and is followed by a colon. Labels are used to mark an entry
point for branch statements or to name subroutines . Only one
label per statement is allowed.
B. CONDITIONALS
There are four conditional keywords that are used with
tests to produce an "if then. . .else" type result. "IFALL"
is satisfied if all of the specified tests in the statement
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are true. The abbreviation "IF" may be used in place of
"IFALL." "IFANY" requires that at least one of the tests be
true. "IFNONE" is satisfied if none of the tests are true.
Finally, "IFNALL" (if not all) requires that at least one of
the specified tests be false. A conditional is not required
in a statement, but if it is included at least one test and
the "THEN" are required.
C. TEST SET
A <TEST SET> consists of one or more elementary tests,
separated by commas. The tests are infix expressions, and as
one would expect, result in a bit by bit comparison. The
operators are: = , i , > and < (equal, not equal, greater
than and less than) . The quantities tested may be either field
or bug contents for the first operand, and may be field contents,
bug contents or an integer for the second operand. For example,
in the following statement:
IFALL X = 7, X.A1.C >W.B2, THEN...
if the contents of the bug X equal 7 and the contents of field
X.A1.C is greater than the contents of field W.B2, then the
conditional is satisfied and the operations following the
"THEN" are executed. If the conditional is not satisfied,
control transfers to the next program statement.
D. OPERATIONS
An <OPERATION SET> / consisting of one or more operations,
can either stand alone as a statement or be used as the "action
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part" of a statement which contains a conditional. All oper-
ations (except arithmetic) are prefix-type instructions with
up to four operands following the keyword. Commas separate
strings of operations unless the last element in a statement
is an, operation, in which case the end of statement semicolon
suffices. Individual operands are separated by one or more
spaces
.
The user will find that improper field use within an
operation will lead to program errors that the machine will
often fail to detect. For instance, field overflow may not
be detected until the contents are used again or printed out.
It must be remembered that multiple word fields are for
character data only.
In the following sections, each operation is described in
sufficient detail for programmer use.
1. Arithmetic Operations
Arithmetic operations are of the form:
a (operator) cd
The allowable operators are +,-,* and / (add, sub-
tract, multiply and divide) . The result of the operation is
stored in the first operand. Operand a may be a field or a
bug, while cd may be a field, bug, or integer. For example,
W.A + X.B1.C




2. Machine Dump Operation
The machine dump operation:
ALLDUMPS i i
is a debugging tool that selectively displays parts of the
BLISS interpreter. The six parts may be called by inserting
the correct octal number in the operand locations. For
example,
ALLDUMPS 7 6,
would call for parts one through five of the option. Consider
(76) g = (111110)2 ^or ins i-gnt « Further use of this tool is
discussed in the section on debugging in Chapter VI.
3. Define Operation
The operation:
DEFINE f_ cdj cd_2 cd ^ is used to specify the fields in
which program data is placed. f_ is the field name. The cd.,
where i = 1,2,3, are either integers or the contents of bugs
or fields. cdi is the number of the word in the node in which
the field is located or begins. cd? may specify the leftmost
bit of the field, or if zero, indicates that field cd ? specifies
the number of fullwords desired (character data only) . Other-
wise, cdo specifies the last bit in the field. For example,
in Figure 4, field A is defined in word zero as an eight-bit
field/ beginning with bit 25 and ending with bit 32. Field B





BDEFINE A 25 32,
DEFINE BIO 3;
Figure 4
4 . Get Operation
The get operation is used to fetch nodes from free
storage. All the words of a new node are zeroed, except bits
one through four of word zero, which are not available to the
programmer. The operation requires two or three operands,
depending upon the action desired. In the operation
GET a cd a ,
-1 — -2'
a-, is the field or bug which will point to the new block. cd
is either an integer or the contents of a field or bug which
specifies the size of the node required. a~ is an optional
operand which, if specified, indicates the field or bug into
which the original contents of a-, will be placed. In Figure
5 a new node is added to the list which is accessed by bug Al.
The pointer to the new node is placed in bug Al and the original





"Get Al 2 A1.8;"
or






is used to return to free storage those parts of the data
structure no longer needed in the program. No other "garbage '
collection" is provided in BLISS. It is up to the programmer
to maintain maximum free storage when space is critical.
Operand a specifies the field or bug which points to the node
to be returned. Operand c is an integer or the contents of a
field or bug which will replace the pointer in a after the node
is freed. For example,
FREE Al Al.B,







assigns the integer or the contents of the bug or field
specified in operand cd to the field or bug a.
7. Logical Operations
There are four logical operators: "OR/" "AND," "XOR"
and "COMPLEMENT," The operation performed is as the name
implies. In the format
operator a cd,
a is a field or bug contents, while cd may be a field, bug or
integer. In "OR," "AND," and "XOR" the specified operation
is performed on the two operands and the result is stored in a.
The COMPLEMENT operation complements the second operand and
stores the result in the first.
8. Shift Operations
Using the two available shift operations "LSHIFT"
or "RSHIFT/" the user may shift the contents of a field of bug
left or right, and optionally replace the vacated positions
with either zeroes or the contents of a field or bug. The
format for the shift operation is:
<Shift Operator> a cd
-^
cd^,
Operand a is the bug or field to be shifted. cd^ is an integer,
bug, or field which specifies the number of bit positions of
the shift. cd_2 ^ s an optional operand that specifies the
integer, bug, or field to be shifted into the vacated bit
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positions. If cd? is not specified, the vacated positions
become zero. There is no program interrupt for a field
overflow.
An example of a shifting operation is shown in
Figure 6. The left three bits of field BUG.B are left shifted
into the right of field BUG. A. The left three bits of BUG.
A
are lost. This operation also provides an "end-around" shift
by allowing a field to be shifted into itself.
"LSHIFT BUG. A 3 BUG.B,"
10101 111000 Before Shift




9 . Stack Operations
The BLISS machine has two pushdown stacks available
to the user. The Field Contents Pushdown (FC) is accessible
by using operations "STACK" and "POP." The operation
STACK a,
puts the contents of the field or bug a on the FC pushdown.
The operation
POP a,
takes the top entity of the FC pushdown and stores it in field
or bug a.
The other available pushdown is the Field Definition
Pushdown (FD) . The operation
DFSTACK f
,
stacks the triplet that defines the field f_ on the FD pushdown,
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The field f may then be redefined. The operation
DFPOP f
,
takes the top triplet from the FD pushdown and uses it to
define or redefine the field f
.
WARNING . An attempt to pop either pushdown when it




The "DO" operation is used to execute subroutines.
There are two operands in the format:
DO <subentry> <failexit> ,
The subentry operand is the label appended to the first line
of a subroutine. The second operand, failexit, is the label
name optionally provided to specify the program branch if
subroutine execution encounters the operator "FAIL." A
normal subroutine termination occurs when the operator "DONE"
is encountered, and control is returned to the point immediately
following the "DO" operation in the invoking procedure.
11 Input Operations
Program input is accomplished via an input buffer
that is 128 characters in length. This buffer may be filled
from a file of card images or directly from the terminal. The
input source is designated as a second parameter in the "execu-
tion command," which is discussed in a later section. The
parameter keywords for specifying the input source are "CARDS"
and "TERM."
When an input operation is executed, the input buffer
is accessed to retrieve the number of characters specified. If
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the buffer is emptied before the input is completed a new input
is required from the user-designated source.
Regardless of the source, the input format require-
ments are the same. Input strings are accessed in groups of
four characters (32 bits) due to the stack construction of
the buffer. Each input string must be specified as a multiple
of four characters. There is no requirement to completely
fill the buffer on each input.
The following discussion of the three possible input
operations references the card or terminal image in Figure 7.
Note the "*", which is an "end-of-input" marker for each card







is used for integer input and will take the first buffer
group "12 , " convert it to binary, and store it in the field





is a similar input operation for characters. It will take the
next two groups (8 characters) from the buffer and store them
unconverted in field a (a bug will only hold 4 characters)
.
Characters must be left justified in the buffer group that





is an example of bit string input. The final two buffer groups
of Figure 7 are converted to bits and stored in the field or
bug a
.
The examples shown neglect the case where a character
string might be stored in a field smaller than one fullword.
In that instance the one to three characters required must be
right justified in the buffer group.
Generally, every input operation utilizes at least
one buffer group. Decimal input or bit input is free-field
within the group or groups, but character strings are not.
12 . Output Operations
BLISS output is accomplished via a 128 character
buffer that prints exclusively at the terminal. When the
buffer is full it dumps to the terminal . There is no
available method to dump a partially full buffer but this fea-
ture can be circumvented by padding the buffer with blanks
.
The format for the decimal output operation is
PRINTDEC a #,
The bit string found in field or bug a is converted to decimal
characters and output to the buffer. The string is left
justified and padded to the right with blanks to total #_
characters (#_ must be an integer multiple of four for all output





outputs the character strings from field or bug a padded with
blanks to total a length of £ characters. The following
operation:
PRINTBIT a £,
outputs a bit string from field or bug a. The string is
converted to character symbols and padded with blanks to a
length of £ characters.
As an example of output, consider the structure in
Figure 8. The code string shown in statement (1) produces the
output in line (2) . Notice that the entities are left justified
in the first group of each output operation. Buffer dump is
accomplished by adding the required 9 6 blanks to the last
operation. Output could have been achieved in any of the












(1) PRINTBIT X.A 8, PRINTDEC X.B.C 4, PRINTCHAR
X.B.CH 116;








makes an exact copy of the node pointed to by the field or
bug c'.and puts a pointer to the new node in field or bug a.
The contents of the node as well as the size are duplicated.
This operation should be used sparingly as it requires several






exchanges the contents of field or bug a with field or bug an
Field sizes must be identical, as either truncation or a
terminal error will occur if the user attempts to interchange
fields of different sizes. Fields larger than one fullword
are not allowed in this operation.
15. Branching Operations
The branching operations are:
GOTO <label> , DONE, FAIL
The latter two have already been discussed. The "GOTO" in-
struction must be the last operation in a statement (it may
also be a legal statement in itself) and <label> must be a
label name used somewhere in the program.
CAUTION. A branch into a subroutine via a "GOTO"





The following two sections present sample BLISS programs
The program listings are followed by explanatory comments.
A. POSTORDER TRAVERSAL OF A BINARY TREE
BEGIN;
DEFINE NAME 9 32, DEFINE LLINK 1 1 16,
DEFINE RLINK 1 17 32;
BEGIN;




RIGHT: GET BUG. RLINK 2, INPCHAR BUG . RLINK . NAME 3,
DONE ;
STOP ;
GET BUG 2, COPY HEAD BUG, INPCHAR BUG. NAME 3;
DO LEFT, COPY BUG BUG. LLINK, DO LEFT, DO RIGHT;
COPY BUG HEAD, DO RIGHT, COPY BUG BUG. RLINK, DO RIGHT;
COPY BUG HEAD, COPY ZERO 0, STACK ZERO;
Tl: IFALL BUG = 0, THEN GOTO T3;
T2: IFALL BUG. LLINK = 0, THEN GOTO T4;





POP BUG; IFALL BUG = 0, THEN GOTO END;
PRINTCHAR BUG. NAME 4;
COPY BUG BUG. RLINK, GOTO Tl;
This first example builds a binary tree with a node size
of two words and traverses the tree in postorder. As each node
is visited its name is printed at the terminal. The node










The input card image for the program is
:
...a...b...c...d...e...f*
where " . " denotes a space. Figure ]_o shows the tree structure
and the associated bugs as they are configured before traversal
commences at label Tl . Note that a zero is used as a pushdown
marker, since an attempt to pop an empty pushdown results in
a terminal error. The program outputs the string:
• • • V— « e • D o it lJ • • • /a •••I-j»«»J.*U
The zero is output to dump the print buffer, but a blank field
could have been created for this purpose.
B. FINDING THE MINIMUM PATH IN A DIRECTED GRAPH
BEGIN;
DEFINE DIST 5 18, DEFINE LINK 19 32, DEFINE FLAG 111,
DEFINE CPTR 1 19 32, DEFINE CITY 2 2, DEFINE NEXT 1 2 18,
DEFINE CIT1 2 1, DEFINE CIT2 3 1;
GET DEST 4, GET ORIG 4, INPCHAR ORIG.CITY 8,
DUPLICATE ANCH ORIG, GET MILES 1, COPY W ANCH;
IP2: INPDEC MILES. DIST 4;
IFALL MILES. DIST = 0, THEN GOTO WORK;
INPCHAR DEST. CITY 8, COPY TAG 0;
IP1: IFALL W.LINK -1 0, THEN COPY W W.LINK, GOTO IP1;
GET W.LINK 2, COPY W.LINK. DIST MILES. DIST, COPY Q W.LINK;
DO LOOK, COPY Q.CPTR W;
IFALL TAG = 0, THEN INTERCHANGE ORIG DEST, COPY TAG 1,
GOTO IP1;
INPCHAR DEST. CITY 8, DO LOOK, INTERCHANGE ORIG DEST,
GOTO IP2;
BEGIN;
LOOK: COPY W ANCH;
LI: IFALL W.CIT1 = DEST.CITl,
W.CIT2 = DEST.CIT2, THEN DONE;
IFALL W.NEXT = 0, THEN GET W.NEXT 4, COPY W W.NEXT,
COPY W.CITY DEST. CITY, DONE;
COPY W W.NEXT, GOTO LI;
STOP ;
WORK: INPCHAR DEST. CITY 8, COPY X W,
DO MEASURE;
GET R 8, DEFINE RA 1 3 , DEFINE RB 4 4;
INPCHAR R.RA 12, INPCHAR R.RB 16;
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PRINTCHAR R.RA 16, PRINTDEC T.DIST 112;
PRINTCHAR R.RB 128;
Bl: COPY T T.LINK;
IFALL T -1 0, THEN PRINTCHAR T.CPTR.CITY 12,
PRINTDEC T.DIST 116, GOTO Bl;
BEGIN;
MEASURE: IFALL X.CITl = DEST.CIT1, X.CIT2 = DEST.CIT2,
THEN GET T 1, DONE;
IFALL X.FLAG = 1, THEN GET T 1, COPY T.DIST 999, DONE;
COPY X.FLAG 1, GET B 1, COPY B.DIST 999
JP1: IFALL X.LINK = 0, THEN COPY FLG 1, DONE;
COPY X X.LINK, STACK X, STACK B,COPY X X.CPTR,
DO MEASURE, POP B, POP X;
IFALL FLG = 1, THEN COPY X.CPTR. FLAG 0, COPY FLG 0;
T.DIST = X.DIST, DO ADD;
IFALL T.DIST < B.DIST, THEN COPY Y B, COPY B T, DO RET,
GOTO JP1;
COPY Y T, COPY T B, DO RET, GOTO JPl;
BEGIN;
ADD: IFALL T.LINK = 0, THEN DUPLICATE T.LINK X,
COPY T.LINK. LINK 0, DONE;
COPY Q T.LINK;
AD1: IFALL Q.LINK -i 0, THEN COPY Q Q.LINK GOTO ADl;




RET: IFALL Y = 0, THEN DONE;




For this example the nodes of a directed graph correspond
to the names of cities and the connective links correspond
to the distance between the cities. The BLISS program accom-
plishes the following:
(1) Reads in the city pairs:
(city 1) (dist) (city 2)*
8 4 8 spaces
(2) Builds an associative structure shown in Figure 15.
(3) Upon encountering a card with distance equal to zero,




(4) Outputs the minimum distance, the minimum path, and
the length of each minimum path leg.
The template defined in the program, Figure 11, is used










The display of template independence from a specific node or
class of node is an important feature of this example and
should be studied carefully.
The subroutine MEASURE is a recursive route-finding
procedure. To find the shortest route from a city C to a
city C one need only consider the neighboring cities about C
Let the neighboring cities (directly connected cities) be C]_,
C2/ and C3, with corresponding distances Dj_, D^/ and D^ from
C . If the shortest distance from each of the neighboring
cities to the destination C is known then the solution is
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straightforward: let S-^, S
2 ,
and S be the shortest distance





The shortest route from C 1 to C is then the smallest of
Dl + S l
D2 + S 2
D 3 + S 3
To take a concrete example, suppose one wishes to fine the







= BRISTOL = C
C3 = JONES
By examining the graph of Figure 12 , the shortest route from
BRISTOL to BRISTOL is miles (S 2 = 0) , the shortest route from
DETROIT to BRISTOL is 37 miles (S1 = 37) (not considering going
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back through KINGSTON) , and the shortest route from JONES to
BRISTOL is 40 miles (S
3
= 40) (again not back through KINGSTON)
The values for D-^, D2 / and D, can also be determined by
examining the graph of Figure 12. Thus:
D1 + S 1 = 15 + 37
= 52
n + S~ = 10 + = 10
2 2
D3 + S 3
= 20 + 40 = 60
and it follows that the shortest route (of length 10 miles) is
KINGSTON directly to BRISTOL.
The obvious problem is that the shortest route from each
of the neighboring cities is unknown. Here is where the
recursive procedure is useful. MEASURE finds the shortest
route from a city P to a city Q (denote this result by M(P,Q))
It can equally be applied to find Si , S2/ S3. Suppose, as
above, the problem is to find the shortest route from a city
C to a city C. In the place of S-^, S 2 / and S_ compute





















°3 + M(C 3' C)
There is one additional problem. While currently examining a
city C for the shortest route to a city C, one does not want
a route which winds around and eventually comes back through
C' . In Figure 12 , for instance, it would do no good to go
from KINGSTON to JONES to CARMEL, and back through KINGSTON.
By running up a flag at city C 1 all routes which come through
C from any other city are ignored when M(C*,C) is computed.
After computing M(C',C) the flag is taken down.
Note that in MEASURE a best route to date is kept in a
list pointed to by bug B and stacked, then popped and compared
as the recursion backs out. On finally returning to the point
of original call the bug T will contain a pointer to the list
of cities in the shortest path. Scanning this list provides
the program output.
Figure 13 contains the complete input for the example
with a search for the shortest distance from DETROIT to CARMEL
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The BLISS SYSTEM, presently implemented on the CP/CMS
time sharing system, is easily used. Both the compiler and
the interpreter are maintained as system modules. They are,
therefore, accessed by name.
A. COMPILATION
Before compilation the user must create a program file.
The file may be free-field within columns one to 72. The
"filename" is created by the user, and restricted to 8 characters
on the CP/CMS system. The "filetype" is "BLI." After creating
the file, compilation is begun by typing:
BLI <filename>
The compiler will cause the terminal to output:
PROGRAM LISTING DESIRED?
A "YES" answer will produce a line for line program listing
at the terminal. Any other response will result in a compila-
tion without the listing. Compiler output is in the form of
a "TEXT" file with the same "filename" as the input program.
This file is used as input to the interpreter.
If a syntax error occurs during compilation, the last line
of the erroneous statement will be output at the terminal. The
compiler will then request the line number of the desired
correction. If termination is desired, the user returns a zero,
otherwise the number of the line containing the error. Next,
the compiler will request the corrected line be input. After
the corrected line is input, the compiler requests the number
of the first line in the erroneous statement. After the user
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responds, compilation will recommence at the beginning of
the corrected statement. The user's program file is auto-
matically corrected when he inputs the replacement line.
B. EXECUTION
To execute the program "TEXT" module the user must issue
the command
:
ss < program name> <parameter>
The parameter is either "CARDS" or "TERM" and designates the
source of input for the program. If a card file is desired,
it is built using the same "filename" as the associated
program with a "filetype" of "DATA." If terminal input is
chosen, the statements are input when the interpreter
displays:
***
All output is at the terminal and no user action is necessary
C. DEBUGGING
The BLISS system provides an automatic dump when most
terminal program errors occur. Also, a user-called dump (see
ALLDUMPS) is available. If the error results in a PL/I
diagnostic a "FILE SYSPRINT" is created. None of these tools
are particularly helpful unless the user is familar with the
BLISS machine and the associated psuedo-assembly language.
For sophisticated work in BLISS the user is advised to study
the explanation of these diagnostic tools in the reference
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thesis. Most problems should be solvable without reference




ADDENDUM I. A FORMAL DEFINITION OF BLISS
<PROGRAM> := <BEGIN SET> <STATEMENT SET> <END SET>
<BEGIN SET> := BEGIN ;
<END SET> := STOP ;
<STATEMENT SET> := <STATEMENT> | STATEMENTS SET> <STATEMENT>
<STATEMENT> := <PROGRAM> | <1><2><3><4><5><6> ;
|
<1><2><3><4><5> ; <1><2><3><4><6>
<1><5><6> ; <1><5> ; <2><3><4><5><6> ;
<2><3><4><5> ; <2><3><4><6> ; <5><6> ;
<5> ; <6> ;
<1> := <LABEL> ;
<2> := <CONDITIONAL>
<3> := <TEST SET>
<4> := THEN




IFALL | IFNONE | IFNALL
<TEST SET> := <TEST> <TEST SET><TEST>
<TEST> := <IDENTIFIER> <TEST TYPE><FIELD TYPE>
<OPERATION SET> := <OPERATION>, | <OPERATION SET><OPERATION>
,
<OPERATION> := ARITHMETIC OPERATION> | <ALLDUMPS OPERATION>
|
<DEFINE OPERATION> | <GET OPERATION> |
<FREE OPERATION>
| <COPY OPERATION> |
<LOGICAL OPERATION> | <SHIFT OPERATION> |
<STACK OPERATION> | <DO OPERATION> |
< INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATION
>
<DUPLICATE OPERATION> | < INTERCHANGE OPERATION>
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<BRANCH> := GOTO<LABEL> DONE FAIL
<LABEL> := <FIELD>
<ARITHMETIC OPERATION> := < IDENTIFIED ARITHMETIC OPERATOR>
<FIELD TYPES>
ARITHMETIC OPERATOR> := + - | * /
<FIELD TYPE> := <IDENTIFIER> | INTEGER
<TEST TYPE> := = -» > <
<ALLDUMPS OPERATION> := ALLDUMPS INTEGER INTEGER




<GET OPERATION> := GET <IDENT><IDENT> GET <IDENT> INTEGER
GET <IDENT><IDENTXIDENT>
|
GET <IDENT> INTEGER <IDENT>
<FREE OPERATION> := FREE <IDENT><IDENT> | FREE <IDENT> INTEGER
<COPY OPERATION> := COPY <IDENT><IDENT>
|
COPY <IDENT> INTEGER
<LOGICAL OPERATION> := <LOGICAL OPERATOR><IDENT><IDENT>
<LOGICAL OPERATOR><IDENT> INTEGER
<LOGICAL OPERATOR> := OR AND XOR COMPLEMENT




<I> := <IDENT> | INTEGER | NULL
<SHIFT OPERATOR> := LSHIFT
| RSHIFT
<STACK OPERATION> := <STACK OPERATOR><IDENT>
<STACK OPERATOR> := STACK POP DFSTACK DFPOP
<DO OPERATION> := DO <LABEL> DO <LABEL><LABEL>
<INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATION> := <I/0 OPERATOR><IDENT> INTEGER
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<I/0 OPERATOR> := INPCHAR INPBIT INPDEC PRINTCHAR
PRINTBIT | PRINTDEC
<IDENT> := <FIELD IDENTIFIED>
<FIELD IDENTIFIED := <FIELD IDENTIFIER> . <FIELD> | <FIELD>
<FIELD> := CHARACTER STRING
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APPENDIX B. BLISS INTERPETER INSTRUCTIONS
The following table is a listing of the code instructions
used to perform operations on the BLISS "machine."
In the table, the symbols used as operands (0P1 and 0P2)
are defined as follows:
R = register. (C,D, bug or field definition registers)
P = pushdown. (System, field contents, field defini-
tion, input/output or return pushdowns)
# = integer. (Can refer to any unsigned integer less
than 8,192)
SYS = system pushdown.
CR = C register.




CODE MNEMONIC OPl OP
2
1 LR Rl R2
2 LRI Rl #
3 LRID Rl R2
4 L PI Rl
5 LI PI #
6 LID PI Rl
7 S Rl PI


















14 SHIFTL Rl #
15 SHIFTR Rl #






Load Contents of R2 into Rl
Load # into Rl
Load contents of field R2 pointed
to by Rl into Rl.
Load value in Rl into Pi
Load # into Pi
Load contents of field Rl in block
pointed to by PI into Pi.
Store top of PI into Rl (pop PI)
Store value in PI into field Rl
in block pointed to by CR
Store value in R2 into field Rl
in block pointed to by CR
Unconditional branch to code
address #.
Branch to address # if value of
SYS is TRUE (1)
.
Branch to address # if value on
SYS is FALSE (0)
.
Get block of size on top of SYS.
Put pointer to it on SYS.
Shift Rl left # bits.
Shift Rl right # bits.
Add top two items on Pi. Put
results on PI.
Test top two items on Pi for equality
,
If true, put ' 1' on Pi, else '0 1 .
Same as 17, except for not equal.
Same as 17, except for greater than.




CODE MNEMONIC OPl OP
2
21 EOP



























33 LP PI P2





End of program marker.
Load fullword pointed to by PI into
Rl.
Subtract top item on PI from next
to top, put result on PI.
Multiply top two items on PI. Put
results on PI.
Divide top item on PI into next to
top item. Put results on PI.
Take the logical OR of the top two
items on PI. Put results on PI.
Take the logical AND of the top two
items on PI. Put results on PI.
Take logical exclusive OR of the
top two items on PI. Put results
on PI.
Complement the item on the top of
PI. Put results on top of PI.
Free the block pointed to by top of
SYS.
Take antilog (base 2) of item on
top of SYS. Place results on top of
SYS.
Put value in Rl into fullword pointed
to by PI.
Load top item on P2 onto top of Pi.
Duplicate the item on top of Pi and
push it down on top of Pi.
Convert the character string on Pi
to bit string nnd put in Rl.
Convert the decimal number on PI
to bit string and put in Rl
.





CODE MNEMONIC OPl OP
2

















Print contents of Rl in character
form. Value in R2 is number of
characters desired.
Same as 38, except bit string vice
character data.
Sames as 38, except decimal vice
character data.
Shift quantity in Rl left the number
of bits designated in R2
.
Shift quantity in Rl right the number
of bits designated in R2
Dump system as specified by code
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